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When a cyberattack hits your machines, speed is one of the most critical 
factors in the remediation process to avoid lateral movement and further 
damage to the organization. Many security teams that have invested in  
an endpoint detection and response (EDR) solution have discovered  
remaining challenges:

• Less than optimal eradication that does not remove all artifacts

• Complexity with clean up that still requires reimaging at times and 
manual efforts

• Response processes that require scripts and IT support tickets

When you add automated remediation from Malwarebytes to your current 
EDR solution, you gain fast, effective remediation that thoroughly removes 
dynamic and related artifacts to deliver complete clean up.

 
PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
Malwarebytes Remediation Connector Solution works seamlessly with 
leading EDR platforms to enhance and streamline your response efforts  
with automated and thorough malware removal. It alleviates manual efforts 
and advances your security practices with a solution that accelerates 
response times with fast and thorough remediation.

Organizations that have 
adopted Malwarebytes 
Remediation are experiencing 
significant advantages:

• Fully automated endpoint 
remediation that delivers 
high confidence outcomes

• Streamlined efforts that 
alleviate resource impact on 
your security and IT teams

• Thorough clean up that 
delivers an MTTR of minutes, 
rather than hours or days

Delivering successful 
customer outcomes

Most solutions only focus on removing the active malicious executables—this doesn’t provide complete 
remediation. Our propriety approach also detects and removes the dynamic and related artifacts. This gives you 
complete disinfection of malware persistence mechanisms, so you’ll have confidence that your machines are clean.

 
HOW IT WORKS
Our API connectors make it simple to integrate with other vendor EDR solutions, so you can get up and running 
quickly and easily. Malwarebytes Remediation deploys as a non-persistent agent that performs the remediation  
and then cleanly removes itself from the device. This provides powerful malware removal, without leaving a 
persistent agent footprint. And it does all this transparently to your end users.

With our automated approach, Malwarebytes Remediation creates greater efficiency that saves analyst resource 
time, preserves user productivity, and improves your company’s security posture.

MALWAREBYTES REMEDIATION 
CONNECTOR SOLUTION
Extends your EDR solution with the trusted 
standard in automated endpoint remediation
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Malwarebytes believes that when people and organizations are free from threats, they are free to thrive. Much more than malware remediations, the 
company provides cyberprotection, privacy, and prevention to tens of thousands of consumers and organizations every day. for more information, visit 
https://www.malwarebytes.com.
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DEEP THREAT INTELLIGENCE THAT DELIVERS EFFECTIVE REMEDIATION
Our cyber intelligence expertise in remediation means we have a deep understanding of the attacks that 
successfully execute on business devices. This provides your organization with a solution that is powered by  
threat detection and remediation intelligence from millions of Malwarebytes protected endpoints.

WORKSTATION AND SERVER SUPPORT
The solution provides seamless remediation for Microsoft Windows workstations and servers, regardless of location 
on the network. This unifies your endpoint and server remediation processes across distributed locations and a 
dispersed workforce.

INDUSTRY-LEADING TECHNOLOGY
Malwarebytes was issued some of the earliest patents for remediation and ransomware detection, including one  
for file comparison and three for behavior-based detection. We leverage years of security expertise in remediation 
to provide you with solutions powered by threat intelligence from millions of Malwarebytes-protected endpoints, 
both business and consumer. 

The Malwarebytes Remediation Connector Solution makes it easy to integrate our security products with other 
vendor EDR, SIEM, SOAR, and ITSM solutions to further drive automation and compatibility. Malwarebytes delivers  
a high return on investment (ROI), and we’re also known for our superior service and support.

LEARN MORE

To learn more, visit: malwarebytes.com/business/connector-solution
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